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Grace and righteousness by faith are often difficult concepts for the Christian to accept. Sure, we've

heard it all before and understand what they mean, but it's so difficult to apply them to our lives.

Venden's book helps the struggling Christian understand what God's love is really all about. He

covers everything from Forgiveness to Sanctification. You'll never worry that God's grace has run

out on you again! Easy-to-read, it's excellent as a devotional because of its short chapters, but

beware, it's hard to put down!

This book is simply amazing. The only biblical teachings I receive apart from my reading of the bible

is in church, so this book has been a Godsend. It has helped me grow in my knowledge of the holy

precepts, principles, and promises extended to us from God through Jesus Christ. If you are a

Sunday School teacher, bible study leader, or a believer struggling to really understand Gods

precepts more thoroughly in a much deeper way than just intellectual then this book is for you. It

makes all of the "tough to comprehend" ideals easier to embrace, and digest apart from seeking out

Seminary or a theologian. This is not the end-all-be-all, but it will definitely help you in your

understanding. I would recommend this to any, and everyone interested in cultivating their

knowledge of God and the practicality of having a relationship with Him.



The person who introduced me to this book said its the only book you can open to almost any

paragraph and immediately receive a clear and complete thought. Its true! This book is perfect for

anyone who wants to know how to get right with God, especially after numerous failed attempts and

especially if you're ready to give up. If you're quite certain that at this point there's nothing you can

do to save yourself then this is the book for you!

This book is clearly a life changer.... I'm recommending it to everyone I meet, especially those who

are bogged down with behavior modification and fear instead of finding a true love relationship with

Jesus. This book is simplistic and promotes a personal relationship with HIM. Again this book is a

life changer, it changed mine.As a side note, It's also apparently obvious that whom ever this SAM

guy is who rendered 3 stars for this book, has his own personal agenda. He criticizes this book in

attempt to market another book... and never really rendered a sound explanation as to why... It's

blessing blockers like this who hold true Christ seekers hostage by spewing there irrelevant

theological aspect to make futile point and drown out the love aspect of gospel in the process...

What every book he likes is fine.... Let him make his comments referencing that book UNDER the

written review of THAT book. As it is clearly unethical to do other wise.Long story short, 95 Theses

on Righteousness by Faith is an amazing book and if you cant afford the book, then save your

money and check out his videos on YouTube or his son Lee Venden who is just as powerful. What

ever you do... give God a chance to really show you how much He loves you....

I've been basing my sermons on this book. Vendon has helped me make hard to understand

theology simple and easy to remember by using concrete examples. This bood is a great help with

removing legalism from our lives. This is one of the top 10 books that I've read.

I read this book years ago and was glad to get a copy for my own. Vendon makes right doing - why

we do it and what is the result - understandable. Recommend this book and this author.

Very practical day-to-day Christian living suggestions. He had a good understanding of today's

Christian challenges. I highly recommend this book.
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